**Mine Safety Quiz**

Title: First Aid Quiz - 1

1. The first thing you arrive on the scene of an accident, you should call for help. True __, False__
2. You do not need to ask the victim’s permission to perform first aid. True __, False__
3. If the victim is unconscious, you should call for help. True __, False__
4. The first two of the 3 C’s are check the victim’s blood pressure and pulse. True __, False__
5. The victim should be checked first to see if he/she is conscious, breathing, has a pulse, or is bleeding severely. True __, False__
6. You only call for help if the victim is not breathing or his/her heart stops. True __, False__
7. If the scene is unsafe, it is OK to move the victim before performing first aid. True __, False__
8. Good Samaritan laws protect you from being sued anytime you are performing first aid on someone. True __, False__
9. An example of a life-threatening condition would be if the patient feels dizzy. True __, False__
10. Rescue breathing on an adult involves 20 breaths per minute. True __, False__
11. The breath/chest compression sequence in CPR is 15 breaths for every two chest compressions. True __, False__
12. If, when you give the first 2 breaths, air doesn’t go in, you immediately begin doing abdominal thrusts. True __, False__
13. When a choking victim is conscious, you perform the Heimlich maneuver 5 times and if it doesn’t work, you quit doing it. True __, False__
14. When a person appears to be choking, you encourage him/her to keep coughing. True __, False__
15. When the victim is unconscious, you listen and watch for breathing and if you don’t hear or see evidence of it, you turn the victim over. True __, False__
16. The victim’s head is tilted back so that more blood can flow to his/her brain. True __, False__
17. The purpose of rescue breathing is to get the victim to breath on his/her own. True __, False__
18. CPR stands for “Circulation, Prosthesis and Rescue”. True __, False__
19. Only a very small fraction of victims live when only CPR is performed. True __, False__
20. The use of an AED immediately increases the fraction who survive to nearly ½. True __, False__
21. When performing CPR, you should expect the victim to vomit. True __, False__
22. You should watch the patient’s chest rise when blowing in air so you don’t blow up his lungs. True __, False__
23. Blowing in too much air or blowing air in too fast makes the patient vomit. True __, False__
24. You treat a victim for shock by giving him/her warm drinks. True __, False__
25. The best place to check the victim’s pulse is on his/her wrist. True __, False__